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Focus group: Staten Island Camera Club steps into the
Spotlight Gallery at Wagner College
By MICHAEL FRESSOLA

Classic subjects — a female nude, a mountainscape, a garden
view, a beautiful child — are never too familiar for members of the
Staten Island Camera Club, a remarkably modest organization.
The 59-year-old club recently put up “Wide Eyed,” a 20-piece
show, in the tiny Spotlight Gallery in the library at Wagner College.
In an era that’s overrun with photo-imagery (multitasking
personal devices, phones and iPads are the culprits ) and photo-trickery it’s good to see
enthusiastic photographers playing (mostly) by the classic rules.
SICC enrolls amateurs. Members seem to be people who love photography but don’t
have to make a living at it. They are curious. The beauty, weirdness and ambiguities of nature are
favorite topics. Geography, the American scene and man-made marvels are subjects too.
They travel. Egypt’s a favorite. National Parks, Hawaii and the Canadian Rockies are
represented. There’s no Venice this year; Venice almost always makes the cut.
As small as it is, “Wide Eyed” still has room for imaginative flights, for photographs that
require viewers to pay extra attention to fairly ordinary events.
Two participants, Eric Mayr and Barbara Hoffman, both shot sunset on the day of the
summer solstice, the longest and most light-filled day in the calendar, from the same vantage
point on a Manhattan street.
Here’s what seems to be happening. It’s a low-humidity, clear evening and the sun is
sinking into the reflective Hudson River which is doubling the radiance, sending floods of light
into the grid of streets.
Both Mayr and Hoffman catch the effects of this blinding brilliance. It guilds building
facades and ignites windows and other shiny surfaces. It haloes passersby. In Mayr’s photograph,
people in the street are turned away from the dazzling light. It’s a little strange. The moment
seems so extraordinary, how come they’re not awe-struck?
But in Hoffman’s take on this moment, passersby are moving towards the light, like so
many souls headed for eternity. Both compositions make the same point: Photography is all
about finding the light.
Anthony Penza’s mysterious “Alone” raises more questions than it answers. It’s a
photograph of a lovely but worried-looking, dark-haired young woman, nervously perched on a
kind of beat-up old loveseat. The scene might be outdoors.
The subject is naked but modest. She’s leaning forward and her arms cover her chest.
There’s fear in her face. And yet, it’s probably a set-up: The model looks too glossy, too sleekly
turned out to be a woman in harm’s way.
Of all of the work in the show, history may determine that the most valuable print is
Dennis Arculeo’s “South Shore.” Photographed B.S. (meaning Before Sandy), Arculeo’s wide

sunset shot takes in a sweet little section of beach, a fresh green stretch of wetland, a marina and
the edge of a waterfront residential area.
It looks like heaven. As for how it weathered the superstorm, “Wide Eyed” doesn’t say.

